Outcomes of Jewish Education

What do we hope to achieve from Jewish education? If we no longer view the ultimate goal of Jewish education as reducing intermarriage, then what are our desired outcomes? How does the dialogue about goals and outcomes play out in our multiple Jewish educational settings and in the relationship with the philanthropists who support Jewish education?

In this issue of Gleanings, we seek answers to these important questions by presenting two articles that help us think more deeply about our desired outcomes for Jewish education. Our first article was written by Dr. Barry Holtz, who provides a history of...
Jewish educational outcomes over the last 30 years and how we might look at those outcomes today through the realities of technology, text, and philanthropy. In response to Dr. Holtz’s essay, we offer three responses from Dr. Chip Edelsberg, Dr. Susan Kardos, and Dr. David Bryfman.

Our second conversation features Dr. Jeff Kress and Dr. Jon Levisohn, who present a debate, perhaps fake in its hyperbole, but very much real in our field today: whether or not our goal is for learners to build knowledge and skills or if educators should focus on developmental outcomes. Three responses follow, each examining the issue through the lens of a particular educational setting: Charlotte Abramson and Rabbi Sheryl Katzman, day schools; Rabbi Avi Orlow, Jewish camp; and Abi Dauber-Sterne, Hillel. Finally, our dean, Dr. Bill Robinson, provides concluding thoughts and aspirations.

We look forward to having you join the conversation on our Facebook page (@TheDavidsonSchoolJTS) or by emailing us at gleanings@jtsa.edu. We would very much like to hear your perspective as we further this important dialogue.

Shalom,

Mark S. Young, managing director, the Leadership Commons
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Outcomes of Jewish Education and the Philanthropic Community

DR. BARRY W. HOLTZ

Many people in today’s Jewish world might find it hard to believe that there was a time in which Jewish education was not high on the community’s list of funding priorities. But almost 50 years ago, things were very different. In 1969, at the annual General Assembly of the Council of Jewish Federations (the predecessor of today’s JFNA, Jewish Federations of North America), a group of students marched in protest in order to call for greater communal support for Jewish education. At the time, education was low on the totem pole of communal concerns, and despite some lip service paid in response to the protesters, it would take a generation before anything resembling significant financial support for Jewish education would emerge in the community.

In the article “A Time to Act: The Report of the Commission on Jewish Education in North America,” historian Jonathan Krasner tells the story of the rise of Jewish education in the eyes of Jewish communal leaders. Krasner notes that it was not until the publication of “A Time to Act” in 1990 that the link between philanthropic funding and Jewish continuity came to be highlighted in the community. The Mandel Commission (as it came to be known) called for, among other things, “raising Jewish education to the top of the communal agenda . . . and providing substantially increased funding from federations, private foundations and other sources.”

The Mandel Commission turned the term “continuity” into common parlance in Jewish communal life. “Continuity commissions” began springing up in federations across North America. And although a few individuals (Samuel Melton, for example) had been financial supporters of Jewish education, the early 1990s and the years that followed saw enormous growth for Jewish education from private philanthropists, foundations, and federations. The Jim Joseph Foundation; Edgar and Charles Bronfman’s Foundations; the AVI CHAI Foundation; the Steinhardt Foundation for Jewish Life; and the Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Foundation, among many others, became major forces in promoting a variety of initiatives in the field of Jewish education, having an impact on Jewish summer camps, day schools, Hillel, and Israel education programs. Federations in key communities such as Cleveland, New York, and Boston became models for communal engagement in funding Jewish education.

Appearing at almost the same time as the publication of “A Time to Act,” results of the National Jewish Population Survey (NJPS) of 1990 were widely disseminated in the media. The most avidly discussed finding was the fateful and somewhat controversial discovery that 52 percent of all marriages that occurred among Jews were intermarriages. Although later analysis adjusted the figure somewhat downward, the number struck fear in the hearts of the Jewish community’s leadership. Although the Mandel Commission’s work was completely independent from that of NJPS, its recommendations were seen by many as a kind of response to the findings of the research survey.

First, “A Time to Act” stated that “a substantial number of Jews no longer seem to believe that Judaism has a role to play in their search for personal fulfillment and communality” (p. 25). Second, it pointed out that in “our uniquely pluralistic society . . . there are so many philosophies and ideologies competing for attention . . . [that] the pursuit of Judaism increasingly involves a conscious choice . . . [and] the burden of preparation for such a decision resides with education” (p. 26). And finally, the report states that Jewish education must be so “compelling” that Jews will decide “to remain engaged” and connected to Jewish values and Jewish life (Ibid.).
For Jewish educators, seeing a report of a national commission of Jewish leaders that put such a strong emphasis on support for Jewish education was a surprising turn of events. Long the neglected child of Jewish communal life, education became the darling of funders and communal leaders. Krasner writes, “For Jewish educators, the turn to identity and continuity was fortuitous in that it propelled Jewish education from a marginal concern to a priority on the communal agenda” (p. 93). Funds came into Jewish education in amounts that were unimaginable before. In a talk at JTS in the mid-1990s, Professor Seymour Fox, the intellectual architect of the Mandel Commission, told education students that they were living in the “golden age of Jewish education” in America. At no time before, he said, was there such support for the field of education.

At the same time Jewish educators themselves were mixed about the analysis that led to this new interest from funders. Educators understood that new sources of funding could lead to better professional preparation programs, in-service education, working conditions, and recruitment techniques, but they rarely spoke about delivering on the larger expectations. Would improved Jewish education truly lead to deep Jewish commitment? Everyone knew that the pluralistic American landscape education was only one of many influences on the life choices of the young.

WHERE WE ARE TODAY

So what exactly is the situation we find ourselves in now, in the light of many new initiatives and an increase in philanthropic support for Jewish education? One need only look at the landscape of Jewish education today to see the remarkable changes: developments in academic training programs for Jewish educators in a variety of settings, initiatives in Israel education, Jewish summer camping, and in-service training of day school teachers and leaders, as well as programs for early childhood educators and Jewish community center staff that didn’t exist before 1990. There are direct service programs for young people, such as the Bronfman Youth Fellowship and Birthright Israel.

In today’s world, however, a good deal remains unclear and questions abound. First, do the measures that we have used to correlate time spent in Jewish education with classic markers of Jewish identification such as “marrying in” still apply in contemporary American society? Marrying within the community was seen in the past as a powerful indicator of Jewish identification at a time in which “marrying out” was by and large a statement of rejecting one’s connection to being Jewish. But the emphasis in our community on that one measure may be misunderstanding the way young Jews think about things in our time. Perhaps an antipathy toward tribalism is something that characterizes millennials and that antagonism goes hand in hand with seeing intermarriage as something acceptable. Or, to put this in terms relevant to Jewish education in particular: A child can have a great Jewish education—intensive and creative with wonderful educators leading the programs—and still not see intermarriage as something unacceptable for themselves or for others. Perhaps for this generation intermarriage does not necessarily mean a loss of Jewish connection, and if this is true, how will we find ways to nurture those connections in these unfolding versions of ‘Jewish families’?

Finally, an even deeper question is relevant. Jewish education, like all education, is essentially in the knowledge and skills business. That is, we are committed to transmitting a body of knowledge and related skills—broadly defined—to our students. That knowledge may be at the level of a set of facts (Who was Moses Maimonides? When did the Second Temple fall?), or it may be more abstract, exploring the great ideas of Judaism (What is meant by “covenant”? What does it mean to be created “in God’s image”?); or it may be focused on the very practical level of specific skills (reading Hebrew, leading birkat hamazon, engaging in tzedakah). But the relationship between learning and feeling or doing is complicated and unpredictable. Learning how to lead birkat hamazon does not guarantee that I will want say birkat hamazon
after I eat. Gaining a good deal of Jewish knowledge does not mean that I will become an engaged Jew. And even experiential education, with its focus on lived experiences, does not guarantee that the students will want to change the way they lead their lives.

**SO WHAT SHOULD OUR OUTCOMES BE?**

First, Jewish learning is an end in itself. Our tradition values education as one of the most essential aspects of being a Jew. About that there is no question, no matter what its impact may be on later Jewish identity. Second, giving young people the best possible Jewish education increases the likelihood that being Jewish will speak to them in their personal lives. It can become a source of values and ideas, some of which will run counter to the weaknesses of the culture in which we live. We want to cultivate those dispositions in the people that we educate, and we believe as educators that Judaism as a religion and Jewish culture in its broadest sense offers a tradition of wisdom and practice that can make a difference in an individual’s life and in bettering the state of the world.

In order to maintain the continuity of the Jewish people, the only intervention over which we have any control as a community is that of education. We can’t legislate who will marry whom. We can’t dictate where people will live and who their friends will be. But we can work toward the goal that education will have an impact on the lives of learners.

**THE ROLE OF PHILANTHROPY**

Finally, we can wonder about the evolution of Jewish philanthropy in the years ahead. Will Jewish education remain high on the list of philanthropic concerns if it can’t be seen as moving the needle on intermarriage? Will Jewish foundations and local federations still invest in education? Indeed, will community federations—now more than a century old—continue to play a central role in collecting and allocating Jewish charitable dollars? If so, which institutions and programs will be favored with support? We do know that Jewish education will have a role to play in defining the future, even if that future ends up looking very different from the world we live in today. How great a role it will play may depend on what counts as an important outcome to foundations and community funders and their willingness to envision a vital role for Jewish education.

*Dr. Barry W. Holtz is the Theodore and Florence Baumritter Professor of Jewish Education at The Jewish Theological Seminary. From 2008 to 2013 he served as dean of the William Davidson Graduate School of Jewish Education of JTS. He leads courses in teaching classical texts, professional development for teachers, philosophy of Jewish education, and current issues confronting Jewish education.*
Purposeful and Powerful Outcomes-Driven Jewish Education

Dr. Susan Kardos

Toward the end of his informative and thought-provoking article, Dr. Barry Holtz describes "the business of Jewish education"—and the business of education more broadly—as the business of teaching skills and imparting knowledge. He explains that learning certain skills (how to lead birkat hamazon) or attaining certain knowledge (what the words of birkat hamazon mean) does not guarantee that students will like to or want to say birkat hamazon. I argue that, in fact, the business of Jewish education is broader than Dr. Holtz suggests, and the outcomes we seek should be more proximate.

Purpose. In general education literature, there is at least a century-old debate about the purposes of school, ranging from socialization, Americanization, job-skill attainment, and college preparation to civic participation, resistance to oppression, personal redemption, and a host of other sometimes competing or complementary purposes. Over a decade ago, I examined this question through a study of the underground schools in the Warsaw Ghetto during the Holocaust: an extreme case to be sure, but one which presents a powerful case of schooling for not only skills and knowledge but also for beliefs and commitments. The case also reminds us that the purposes of school are often shaped by external forces beyond our control. In the Warsaw Ghetto, sometimes deliberately and sometimes unintentionally, students in underground schools learned both content and skills, and developed beliefs and commitments. Beliefs about and commitments to a vision of survival, self determination, and Jewish flourishing were nurtured through specific curricular material, activities, and role modeling.

Educational experiences are always teaching students beliefs and commitments—beliefs about who one is and is not, where one belongs and does not, and what is and is not valued.

One formulation (from the AVI CHAI playbook). Jewish learning environments, of all types and in all settings, have multiple, and some uniquely Jewish, purposes. On their best days, Jewish day schools, in particular, are places where learners:

1. Master Jewish history, Hebrew, and sacred texts;
2. Learn Jewish ritual, leadership, and communal skills, and learn to understand their American lives through a Jewish lens (and vice versa);
3. Develop the beliefs that they are part of a distinctive Jewish people, connected to the State of Israel, and bound to other Jews;
4. Cultivate commitments to ongoing Jewish learning and spiritual growth, developing their dual identities, and taking responsibility for transmitting their Jewish heritage to future generations; and
5. Practice bringing Jewish values and wisdom into the discourse of humankind.

Broadening Holtz then, the Jewish education enterprise is, therefore, in the knowledge, skills, beliefs, and commitments business.

Why in-marriage can’t be used as a measure of the effectiveness of Jewish education. In his article, Holtz explains that vast philanthropic investments in Jewish education materialized after the 1990 NJPS reported a 52 percent intermarriage rate among Jews and the release of “A Time to Act.” In 2013, the Pew Research Center Survey of US Jews found that 58 percent of Jews married between 2005 and 2013 were married to a non-Jewish spouse. Are we to conclude from the uptick that the Jewish education enterprise has failed?

In education, purpose is and must be the Guiding Star. It fashions our organizational structures and cultures. It guides leadership, hiring, curriculum, and pedagogy. It provides vision for special programs, projects, and lesson plans. It provides scaffolding for student assessments, teacher evaluations, and discipline policies. Jewish educational programs are not specifically designed to promote in-marriage, and thus should not be measured by in-marriage rates. Doing so misguides Jewish education’s content, pedagogies, structures, cultures, and measures of success.
Outcomes and measures. Learner outcomes should be the natural extensions of purpose and will vary accordingly.

The content and skill outcomes—however specified—are easily measured (if the will and the standards are there), and belief and commitment outcomes can also be fairly easy to measure, especially if clearly articulated at the outset and if measured close to the time when the school ceases to have influence over the student. Thus, we must view as the purpose of schools to produce certain kinds of graduates on graduation day, not graduates who, 10 or 20 years later will make one specific decision or another.

Most important, belief and commitment outcomes have to be interpreted with humility. Individual characteristics and family background are highly associated with student success in school. Knowledge and skills well learned and practiced can have real staying power with students, especially if called upon frequently and built upon in subsequent learning environments. So too beliefs and commitments, but they can also evolve, change, or upend when tested.

So why bother? If, for example, a student’s belief in the centrality of the State of Israel to Judaism is highly influenced by family background and may be susceptible to change in the face of competing beliefs, one might argue that perhaps it is futile to invest precious time and resources in a thoughtfully developed Israel education program. I argue that it is not. Developing beliefs is a basic feature of what our minds do, and students are creating the building blocks of what will become their personal identity. If, over many years, learners’ developing beliefs and commitments are aligned with the knowledge and skills they are acquiring and consistent with other beliefs and commitments they hold, they build a strong identity.

John Dewey wrote that, “Education is not preparation for life, but life itself.” That is to say, the process of teaching and learning is itself a text that students learn. And the classroom and school environment is itself a world in which students live. Thus, when students are in a learning environment that both shapes and tests beliefs and commitments, these challenges are real-world opportunities for growth, for strengthening some beliefs, and for abandoning others. In the best education settings, learners wrestle with beliefs and commitments (as they do with content and skills) in a deliberate environment characterized by rigor, respect, and love. If we do our jobs correctly, they will wrestle for the entirety of their lives.

What does this mean for philanthropy? To be clear, Jewish kids who have Jewish knowledge, commitments, and social circles are less likely to intermarry than kids who don’t (particularly if marriage market forces are in their favor). Jewish education, therefore, is a sound philanthropic investment for those interested in promoting in-marriage—and the more intensive and immersive the better.

Thus, my argument is not that Jewish education has no role to play when Jews make marital decisions, rather that philanthropists ought not assign it that. In fact, philanthropists ought not assign any particular purpose to Jewish education that Jewish education doesn’t assign to itself. Let each Jewish educational institution find its own Guiding Star. Let each create the powerful contexts for learning and growing guided by that articulated purpose. Let each create gloriously distinctive Jewish environments with social, intellectual, emotional, physical, and spiritual content and character drawn from our texts and traditions. Let each nurture student understanding and skills, beliefs and commitments. Let each teach the words and meaning of birkat hamazon, and let students’ young hearts dance when they sing it together. Many will want to lead it tomorrow.

Dr. Susan M. Kardos is senior director, strategy and education planning, at the AVI CHAI Foundation.
Judaism . . . A Deeply Nourishing Source of Human Flourishing

DR. CHIP EDELSBERG

Professor Barry Holtz raises what is in essence an age-old question about Jewish education: What role will it (continue) to play in defining what it means to be Jewish? In puzzling about contemporary Jewry, Holtz asserts what any true-blue Jewish educator would claim, namely that well-crafted educational experiences positively influence one’s Jewish identity, values, and ideas about the world individuals inhabit.

Holtz correctly notes that salient findings of the seminal “A Time to Act” presaged that Judaism would need to become a “compelling source for personal human flourishing” if it was to engage Jews, educationally, in substantive encounters with the faith and its sacrosanct teachings, hallowed values, ritual practices, and storied history. He opines that the relationship between knowing and doing is uncertain while adhering to the value of learning for its own sake. By contrast, Michael Zeldin, commenting on the intrinsically valuable nature of Jewish learning, adds the critically important observation that such learning must not be “merely instrumental to some future Jewish identity.” Zeldin argues that Jewish education is perpetually relevant in teaching “resonance and spirituality that come from attachment to Judaism, Jewishness, and the Jewish people as well as for the dissonance that allows Jews to explore the rationale for being Jewish” (“Remembering What We Never Knew: Jewish Education in the 21st Century,” Founders Day Address, HUC-Jewish Institute of Religion, February 28, 2008).

In considering these contrasting points of view, I am reminded of remarks made by my former Jim Joseph Foundation colleague, Adene Sacks, who in her acceptance of the prestigious Jewish Funders Network JJ Greenberg Memorial Award brilliantly contemporized Jewish learning in the contexts of finding a teacher and a chaver (friend). Ms. Sacks invoked the growing influence of networks (of all types) on one’s identity formation; the weak and strong ties networking entails and what those connections mean to a person’s sense of self; the so-called bridging and bonding capital that network users acquire and accumulate as a result of their network activity. In turns out, Sacks insightfully contends, that learning for its own sake in the 21st century, given the pervasive presence of networks, will ineluctably become learning done in relationships learners have with others.

Moreover, to Holtz’s point that “we are committed to transmitting a body of knowledge and related skills—broadly defined—to our students,” I would argue that the very nature of education has changed, manifestly and irreversibly so. In brief, what most typically involved transmission of circumscribed bodies of content and demonstration of static sets of skills by experts to novices in fixed time and space no longer monopolize the structure for teaching and learning. Technology has fundamentally subverted this classical model of education—democratizing it and, in so doing, making even deep learning possible in real time, anytime, anywhere. New modalities of learning involve avatars, simulations, maker spaces, virtual realities, use of original source material heretofore unavailable for use except in limited edition print format, etc. New fields of study now regularly are created, with formerly discrete disciplines animating one another and leading to novel interdisciplinary discoveries.

Hyper accelerated technological change and radical new forms of social organization have ruptured venerable Jewish practices. According to Dr. Paula Hyman, modernity has “fractured Jewish experience, destroying the hegemony of rabbinic Judaism and the authority of traditional Jewish elites. Contemporary currents of thought like postmodernism and multiculturalism have challenged virtually all certainties and shaken all canons. No canon is fixed, and all guardians of cultural transmission are required to make hard choices” (“Who Is an Educated Jew?” Posted on My Jewish Learning). Challenges to conventions in Jewish worship, rabbinic ordination, denominationalism, even halakhah are now commonplace as Judaism is actively reimagined and reconceptualized.

Additionally, in a 21st-century universe, people intermingle across geographic, generational, racial, religious, ethnic, cultural, and even economic boundaries in making for unprecedented diversity of human interaction. Jews have never enjoyed the freedoms they do today, nefarious and virulent anti-Semitism notwithstanding.

As a result of profound historical shifts in so many aspects of human affairs, then, perhaps we need to confront different kinds of questions about Jewish education than those Holtz poses. It seems to me the relevance of Jewish education to being Jewish
in today’s world has less to do with discrete content and specific educational outcomes than with matters of inventive, easily accessible ways for individuals to mine Judaism’s rich treasury of wisdom for purposes of making meaning and living authentically in a complex, dynamic society.

If I am correct, then the community should feel relatively comfortable about the investments in Jewish education that foundations and funders have been making now for more than a decade. In my experience, significant numbers of today’s supporters of Jewish education construe it broadly (as Holtz acknowledges), fund it generously, help to widely populate the community with highly trained professional educators, and respond to opportunities to support myriad promising educational innovations in a spirit that bespeaks good faith in the power of Jewish education to continue to nourish the Jewish people.

While I fret about a future in which too many Jews might sit in solitude at their own Shabbos tables, it does not trouble me to see Jewish education as integral to a Jewish individual’s life-long pursuits of purpose and community without predicting how that education is best attained or prescribing its content. I agree with Hyman that “the legacy of our generation may well be a postmodern hermeneutics of suspicion and a recognition that a diverse people requires cultural diversity.”

Judaism can be a deeply nourishing source for human flourishing. We are an ever-renewing people. I am sanguine that we will creatively adapt centuries-old Jewish education content in finding effective ways to enrich Jewish minds, impart life affirming Jewish values, and inspire a next generation of Jews to design invigorated Jewish communities of belonging, relevance, and meaning.

Dr. Chip Edelsberg devoted more than two decades to Jewish synagogue, federation, and foundation executive-level work. He is a professional educator by training. Dr. Edelsberg now teaches and writes on trends in education and philanthropy, consults social sector organizations on performance improvement, and mentors next generation leaders.

RESPONSE

Learners Matter Most: The Rest Is Commentary

DR. DAVID BRYFMAN

Barry Holtz begins his precise and insightful article about the outcomes of Jewish education by stating, “Many people in today’s Jewish world might find it hard to believe that there was a time in which Jewish education was not high on the community’s list of funding priorities.”

Holtz has been a leading voice in Jewish education for several decades and has always maintained a deep-rooted commitment to Jewish literacy. By this measure, Jewish education is indeed in tremendous standing with arguably more Jews engaged in the study of traditional Jewish texts than at any other time in history. In the diaspora, Jewish day schools, traditional and progressive yeshivot, many adult-learning programs, academic Jewish studies, and online Jewish learning programs are filled with thousands of Jews studying Jewish texts on a regular basis. In Israel, there are also tens of thousands of Jews engaged in Jewish learning. Historically and in present times the bulk of this type of learner is what we now label as “Orthodox” or “ultra-Orthodox,” contributing at least numerically to the assertion that Jews have been and continue to be the People of the Book. However, it is my interpretation that Holtz’s articulation of the outcomes of Jewish education is not primarily directed at Orthodox Jews and this is where his core thesis begins to break down.

Alongside the surge in these formal Jewish learning institutions, the growth in informal, or experiential, Jewish learning in the last few decades has been even more dramatic. Established organizations, including Jewish youth groups, summer camps, and Hillels have grown in numbers. In addition to these traditional initiatives, we have also seen a plethora of Jewish experiences enter the Jewish educational space including Birthright Israel, PJ Library, Hazon, Moishe House, Chabad on Campus, Repair the World, and OneTable, which collectively are positively influencing the lives of tens of thousands of young Jews today. Although many of these experiences incorporate the study of Jewish texts, very few would argue that the study of Jewish text is the primary, or often even an essential, aspect of this category of Jewish education. Outcomes that are more action-oriented—including development of stronger moral behavior, the building of social networks, and the empowerment of learners to be activists—are far more prevalent outcomes in the world of experiential Jewish education than the creating of more literate Jews.
But despite their successes, these new organizations pose for Holtz and many other Jewish educators—especially for educators like myself, who for many years have insisted that the boundary between formal and informal Jewish education is blurry—a fundamental challenge. It is primarily because these forms of experiential Jewish learning, which are attracting extremely large numbers of Jewish learners with the support of some of the largest financial investments the Jewish world has ever seen, are actually not in line with Holtz’s primary assertion that, “Jewish education, like all education, is essentially in the knowledge and skills business.” Holtz is totally correct in asserting that Jewish education is front and center for many Jewish communities today—it’s just not necessarily the Jewish education outcomes that Holtz is actually advocating for in this article.

For many readers this would be a comfortable point at which to conclude this article. Such an ending would go something like this:

The Jewish world needs continued investment in both traditional Jewish learning and experiential Jewish education. Although both might have different, or perhaps overlapping, outcomes, all of these are essential in order to reach and have impact on as many different Jews as possible. In so doing, the Jewish people have a far greater likelihood of being vibrant now and in the future.

The problem with this conclusion is that in its desire to be inclusive and additive (we should continue to support this and also this), it is neither brave nor helpful given the time in which we currently live.

The conclusion that ought to be written goes something like this:

The Jewish world needs to realize that the world has changed considerably since most institutions of Jewish education were established. In order to have impact on the vast majority of Jews today, Jewish education must stop defaulting to literacy over values, texts over ethics, and the past over the present and future. For Jewish learning to be both meaningful and relevant it must empower Jews (and fellow travelers) to thrive—in their personal success and happiness, in being more socially connected to each other and their communities—and better equipped to make the world a better place.

Renowned educational professor, Joseph Schwab wrote about the four commonplaces of education—student, teacher, subject matter, and milieu (Schwab, 1973/1978). More often than not in Jewish educational circles, this message has been translated as educators needing to ensure that all four dimensions are equally taken into account when preparing educational experiences. While I could make the argument that all are essential or that at various stages of program development all four need to be addressed, I want to assert that at the end of the day (or at the end of time), the only commonplace that will really matter is the learner.

This is nothing new to adherents of progressive education, but it is something new to those educators who caveat learner-centered education with statements such as, “Yes, but if they don’t really learn something (i.e., our curriculum/knowledge), then it isn’t really education.”

This tilt toward the learner being the center of Jewish education is not an acquiescing to the egocentrism of millennials and Generation Z today. It is a fundamental acknowledgement that for Jewish education to be successful, it must be focused on making a positive difference in the lives of Jews today. This is foundationally different to Jewish education that has traditionally seen its purpose as making people more Jewish, allowing Jewish institutions to prosper, and making the Jewish community stronger.

Instead, the significant outcome that Jewish education and engagement should be tackling is that Jewish educational experiences enable people to thrive as human beings in the world today—as human beings, in their various communities, and in the world at large.

This is not the vision of Jewish education as the transmission of skills and knowledge delivered by an educator that Holtz describes. It is a new paradigm for what matters most in enduring Jewish education today. It includes the relationships we develop, the pride we inculcate, and the positive emotional connections to being Jewish that we enhance. In the language of positive psychologists, Jewish education, if it is to be valuable to people today, must empower individuals to thrive and to flourish. Jewish wisdom has the inherent capacity to inform this new paradigm for Jewish education. Whether Jewish educators, leadership, and communities are willing to accept this new reality will largely impact the future of the Jewish people.

David is the chief innovation officer at The Jewish Education Project. David completed his PhD in Education and Jewish Studies at NYU, focusing on the identity development of Jewish adolescents. He is also a graduate of the Wexner Graduate Fellowship Program. Prior to moving to New York, David worked in formal and informal Jewish educational institutions in Australia, Israel, and North America. He is also currently a Schusterman fellow and a research fellow at the Shalom Hartman Institute of North America.
The Great (Fake) Debate: How Should We Think About the Outcomes of Jewish Education?

DR. JON A. LEVISOHN AND DR. JEFFREY S. KRESS

At the Network for Research in Jewish Education (NRJE) Conference in June 2016, we presented a mock debate about the desired outcomes of Jewish education. We used that opportunity to take extreme positions, intentionally overstating our respective sides to highlight the differences. Here we present a truncated version of that debate, employing two fictional characters as our stand-ins to make it clear that neither of us would endorse the strong version of the positions that are presented here. A complete version of the debate will be published in Advancing the Learning Agenda in Jewish Education, edited by Jon A. Levisohn and Jeffrey S. Kress (Academic Studies Press, forthcoming).

Abraham: What do we want to accomplish in Jewish education? Here’s my view, Sarah. The most important outcomes are “Whole Child,” or “whole-person,” or what I would prefer to call “Jewish developmental” outcomes. We want students to find relevance and meaning in this tradition as it plays out outside of the classroom. We want them to make Jewish friends and find a sense of belonging in Judaism; to experience Jewish pride; to see how Judaism can inform important decisions, deepen moments of emotion, and provide support during challenging times; to feel a sense of responsibility for others and tikkun olam; to come to see themselves within the flow of Jewish history; and to be prepared for “citizenship” within the current and emerging Jewish community.

Sarah: Well, that all sounds lovely. But I believe that domain-neutral outcomes—the kind of “Jewish developmental outcomes” that you are talking about—are bogus, artificial constructions. We invent them and then we turn around and we believe in them as if they’re really real.

Let me use the example of “Jewish identity.” Psychologists and sociologists invented this idea because they want a quick and dirty way of capturing a whole set of phenomena. Rather than talking about a set of Jewish practices—ritual practices like candle-lighting on Shabbat and fasting on Yom Kippur; communal practices like giving to Jewish Federations; social network robustness like how many Jewish friends you have—the researchers can assemble an index of these various phenomena and call it “Jewish identity.” Some people do better on the index and some do less well. Before you know it, we’re talking about Jewish identity as something that can be measured, that some people have more of than others.

That’s not a bad thing in itself. But there’s no justification for turning the idea of “strengthening Jewish identity” into a goal of Jewish education. There is no “Jewish identity” muscle in the body, which then controls our candle-lighting and Federation-giving. And since there’s no “Jewish identity” muscle, we shouldn’t expect that Jewish education is going to strengthen it.

But it gets worse. When we focus on domain-neutral outcomes, we disrupt the connection between the outcomes and the pedagogic practices that produce them. In the case of Birthright Israel, when we focus on the domain-neutral outcome of more Jewish babies, we disrupt any connection between the outcome and the pedagogy of the Birthright trip—the careful sequencing of sites, the creation of spaces for reflection and group processing, the mifgash with Israeli peers, etc. So education becomes even more of a black box than it already is, and our research on outcomes cannot help to improve the quality of the education.
But let’s think about the alternative. The more that educators are focused on a subject-specific capacity, the better and sharper their planning will be and the more focused and constructive their assessment will be. The educators will actually find out whether the students have learned what they wanted them to learn, and if they haven’t, they will have to adjust their pedagogy accordingly. Moreover, the educators will be able to articulate to the students what it is that they are actually learning, and if they work at it, they’ll be able to do—and they’ll be able to do that in a way that provides the kids with a sense of actual accomplishment within the domain. The students will feel like they’re making real progress toward clear, articulated goals. All of this is driven by specificity.

Abraham: You make a compelling case, but I still find the domain-specific outcomes you support to be artificial, distracting, and distancing.

To start with, you seem to be proposing a surprisingly sharp differentiation between the various academic disciplines. Surely students of Talmud are also, inevitably, students of Hebrew and Aramaic language, students of Bible and biblical interpretation, students of Jewish history, students of law, students of folklore, and on and on. They’re doing all this at the same time. You can’t avoid crossing domains—and that’s a good thing. We want students to walk away not only with knowledge of these subjects, but also with a big picture of how they are related to each other, that there is a value system woven throughout the tradition.

And let’s not forget that a lot of learning in schools happens outside of formal domain-based settings to begin with. Where in a domain-specific approach do we account for what students take away from Shabbatonim, for example? In what domain do we file the feelings that accompany the celebration of Shabbat with their friends? Domain-specificity preserves the sort of fragmentation that we are seeking to overcome.

You’re worried about instrumentality, about using education for some other purpose. But I’ve got no problem seeing Jewish education as instrumental. Once we talk about desired outcomes, then instrumentality is unavoidable. What we want is for Judaism to become part of who learners are. For some reason I don’t understand, the term “identity” has fallen out of favor to describe this. So substitute whatever term you like, as long as it encompasses Judaism’s intersection with multiple domains of human experience. This is what Maimonides proposed when, in the 12th century, he declared that the purpose of the entire Torah is the improvement of the body and the improvement of the soul. There is no reason to take for granted that deep subject-matter mastery is sufficient, or even necessary, to achieve this. In fact, it can turn off those students who find the material too challenging or irrelevant.

Sarah: I am glad you brought this up. If you ask me why I really care about the issues that we’ve been talking about, it’s not the case that I want a relentlessly cognitivist education that will end up being meaningless to the students—or worse than meaningless. On the contrary, I want to encourage Jewish educational practitioners to structure their curricula so that they will be deeply meaningful to students. And I believe that the way to do that is to do real, serious work on something of value, in a way that makes sense to students and that leads to a sense of real accomplishment and even mastery. The only way to do that is to define a particular domain and focus, focus, focus.

By the way, you still haven’t talked about the impossibility of measuring developmental outcomes.

Abraham: Impossibility? That would be news to generations of psychologists who study the topic. I admit it is harder to measure developmental outcomes, but this only means we need to work harder to develop better assessments. And, just because we can assess domain-specific outcomes more easily doesn’t mean we should.
We won’t find the relevant outcomes in the assessment of domain specific competence even though subject matter knowledge might help achieve them. Jewish education should prepare Jews to participate in contemporary Judaism. While it might be nice for students to be able to interpret Judaism’s roots in primary texts, we have to ask ourselves what it takes to participate in contemporary Judaism. The answer involves negotiating the conflict of commitments that emerge from living with multiple identities, between cultural norms, as well as negotiating Judaism’s tensions between particularism and universalism, and communalism and individualism. One needs a stance on the nature of obligation in an era of choice. And, students should have experience with the joy and meaning of living within community.

These Jewish developmental outcomes are not subject specific, but they’re not exactly subject neutral either. They transcend subject matter divisions and should be addressed and assessed as such.

Sarah: I’m not entirely convinced, Abraham. I still worry about providing students with an educational experience that is challenging and meaningful, that provides them with a sense of accomplishment and mastery within some particular domain. I think that the idea of making progress is key, and it almost doesn’t even matter to me what they make progress in. But as for us, I do think we’ve made some progress. Thanks for participating with me in a mahloket le-shemshamayim, an “argument for the sake of Heaven,” which is the Rabbis’ term for the things that really matter. Which is really what we’ve been talking about all along: what really matters in Jewish education.

Dr. Jeffrey S. Kress is the Dr. Bernard Heller Chair in Jewish Education at the William Davidson Graduate School of Jewish Education of The Jewish Theological Seminary.

Dr. Jon A. Levisohn holds the Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Chair in Jewish Educational Thought at Brandeis University, where he directs the Jack, Joseph and Morton Mandel Center for Studies in Jewish Education. He is co-editor with Jeffrey S. Kress of Advancing the Learning Agenda in Jewish Education (forthcoming) and the co-editor with Ari Y. Kelman of Beyond Jewish Identity (forthcoming).
Fake Debate / Real Conversations

CHARLOTTE ABRAMSON AND RABBI SHERYL KATZMAN

Kress and Levisohn’s “Fake Debate” certainly echoes the deliberations we hear in Jewish day schools across the continent. During a recent visit to a school participating in the Legacy Heritage Instructional Leadership Institute, we engaged in one such conversation where the faculty focused on three related and compelling sets of questions:

- How do we intentionally foster students’ desire to contribute competently to the ongoing Jewish conversation, long after they leave our classrooms?
- How do we cultivate student text skills that give access to our textual tradition in a manner that is engaging and empowering?
- How do we help our students acquire the knowledge necessary to read texts and inspire them to discover personal meaning and relevance?

By Kress and Levisohn’s own admission, the polemic in the “Fake Debate” is forced. In isolation, neither side of the debate fully captures the mission of Jewish education. In schools, too, the argument is not framed in either/or terms, but rather in terms of balance and trying to find the right combination for helping students achieve Jewish developmental outcomes steeped in discipline-specific competency. The questions above articulate the internal debate of teachers of sacred text. How do we help our students develop a relationship with the texts of our tradition so that they feel at home in the texts and conversations of our tradition?

The faculties we observe appreciate that achieving intended student outcomes is dependent on aligning articulated goals with classroom learning activities that foster an environment that nurtures students’ hearts, minds, and souls. One teacher reflected the Abraham position stating, “The key to student engagement is the affective experiences of the students.” In other words:

- How do the students feel about their learning?
- Do they love the experience of learning?
- Do they feel empowered and successful, with the desire to continue studying and practicing?
- Or do they feel frustrated and incompetent, looking for the nearest escape route?

These are important questions that can guide schools as they develop a vision for instruction and then translate that vision into a coherent curriculum. The personal reflection of one teacher, as she considered her experience as a day school student, further illustrates the internal debate of many teachers:

I remember the environment—the songs, the niggunim, and stories. I remember my excitement to be in classrooms with great teachers. I remember learning through stories; I remember leaving feeling confident in my skills and content knowledge. When and why did we stop teaching in a way that brings our students into a world of excitement and discovery? I am worried that I am creating an environment that speaks to my desire to fill students with content and skills so they won’t feel lost later in life, at the expense of focusing on creating an environment that speaks to my students and what they enjoy.

What seems significant here is that the teachers in this room who shared similar memories are examples of one kind of Jewish educational success stories—people who left day school and continued their formal Jewish education into graduate school, pursued professional careers in the Jewish world, and continue to be involved in Jewish communal life. Their strongest memories are about the environments that allowed them to integrate the skills to continue engaging as Jews into adulthood.

Perhaps the real anxiety exposed by the “Fake Debate,” and echoed in these real faculty conversations, is the fear that the experiences we offer students in our classrooms lead them away from, rather than toward, the intended outcomes described in our schools’ mission statements. At worst, rather than engaging students, our classrooms leave students feeling incompetent, frustrated, and disenfranchised. As educators we know that we cannot only attend to environment and focus solely on the joy of the experience. Likewise we know that powerful learning comes from a combination of the encounter with rich content and the development of skills that lead to substantive feelings of success and the creation of...
meaningful understandings.

As articulated in the “Fake Debate,” developmental outcomes are not about crafting a fluffy feel-good experience. Developmental outcomes are about creating an intentional atmosphere that promotes the desire to learn and fosters the determination it takes to move toward discipline-specific mastery. As one teacher stated, “Grit is built in a loving environment. It is about developing the skills of perseverance and joy and the desire to persevere. It is about developing a content-rich vocabulary that allows students to feel at home in the conversation. It is about creating an environment that supports difficult work in an atmosphere of love.”

The Davidson School embarked on the creation of standards and benchmarks for TaNaKH and Rabbinics with the belief that if we are going to influence students to “stick with it,” that is, to commit to a lifetime of Jewish learning and engagement, then students need to experience real achievement and personal connection. They need to develop their voice and know that they have the skills and knowledge to authentically access and contribute to the ongoing Jewish conversation. People pursue learning, become involved, and select careers in adult life in those areas of school (or life outside of school) where they feel most successful and appreciated for their contributions. We achieve this desire to continue to learn, participate, and contribute when teachers across grade levels work together to build a coherent curriculum around an articulated and shared set of focused student outcomes.

In the finite number of hours in the school day, teachers need to make decisions about what to teach and, perhaps more importantly, what not to teach so that they remain focused on their shared outcomes. When learning is framed around compelling questions and ideas that ignite students’ curiosity and sense of wonder, we motivate our students to uncover deeper meanings and find personal connections embedded in our sacred texts. Even the Sarah stance admits that the goal of discipline-specific outcomes is to lead students to find deep meaning and relevance that comes from a sophisticated understanding and mastery of the subject matter. It is our belief that when schools have clearly articulated goals aligned to both instruction and assessment, they are best equipped to address the questions raised in the debate.

The debate raises one more important point. There is no question that it is more challenging to measure developmental outcomes. But, it is a mistake to assume that only learning that is objectively measurable makes for better education. Though much harder to both teach and assess, the subjective skills are often the ones students use throughout their lives. As educators, it is our job to develop instructional practices and assessments that inspire students to be creative and original thinkers, promote curiosity, and lead students to take intellectual risks, dare to construct new ideas, and search for personal meaning. Our sacred task is to engage the souls and minds of our students so that they develop the competency and internal drive to continue the Jewish conversation for the next generation.

Charlotte Abramson has served as the director of the Legacy Heritage Instructional Leadership Institute, formerly the Jewish Day School Standards and Benchmarks Project, since its inception in 2003. She directed the development of the Tanakh and Rabbinic standards and benchmarks and designed the Institute’s professional learning and curriculum development program for participating Jewish day schools.

Rabbi Sheryl Katzman is the rabbinics initiative leader of the Legacy Heritage Instructional Leadership Institute. She directs the professional development pilot program for enacting the rabbinics standards and benchmarks in Jewish day schools. In addition, Sheryl is directing the editing of the Rabbinics Standards and Benchmarks Compendium with a distinguished group of scholars and educators.
Amassing Religious Capital

ABI DAUBER STERNE

In this constructed debate, Abraham and Sarah reflect an important, yet false, dichotomy that mirrors the anxieties of contemporary Jewish life. There are those, like Abraham, who say we need to create educational experiences that elicit strong positive feelings, or a strong sense of Jewish identity. And there are those, like Sarah, who believe that education ought to encourage people to do, to act.

But, there is a crucial element missing in both of these approaches: Jewish education for the sake of gaining Jewish knowledge. Neither actions nor feelings are truly sustainable or meaningful without understanding.

To make a comparison to other areas of our lives where knowledge plays a critical role, let’s think about our relationships with other people and, in particular, with falling in love. When we first meet another person—while the relationship is still superficial—we have a general sense of liking the other and wanting to spend time with him/her. But, the only way for that relationship to become truly sustainable and long-term is to really develop a deep knowledge of the other.

It is very hard for us to imagine any intervention in Jewish life creating a lifelong connection if it doesn’t also include an intimate and detailed knowledge and understanding of where the ideas and practices come from. Feeling connected to other Jews, for example, or lighting Shabbat candles—or any combination of feelings and actions—cannot possibly be enough without a significant level of knowledge and understanding to go with them.

Michael Rosenak, the late educational philosopher, took the importance of Jewish knowledge one step further. In his article “Educated Jews: Common Elements,” Rosenak explained that in order to sustain and enable the creation of general culture, rich language is needed. The same is true for Jewish culture. He explained that the language of the Jews is the Torah and related texts, and in order to sustain and develop Jewish life, Jews need to have deep Jewish knowledge of this language. This shared language of Jewish texts has, for generations, continued to support the creation of a rich, new Jewish culture.

In his words from Roads to the Palace:

The concepts of language and literature are helpful in describing what we should like to see happen in education: namely, to initiate the young into the language of a culture by way of its most cherished literatures, including and perhaps particularly those formative literatures called “sacred” or “classic.” When it succeeds, education provides learners with the tools to select literature for use by abundantly exposing them to the forms and substance of diverse literatures. Optimally, education also prepares them to take part in the enterprise of making new literature.

We need to educate people in a way that ensures that Jewish ideas, texts, and traditions are so much a part of our lingua franca that we begin to create a rich new Jewish culture. Similar to the development of every language, it is shaped and changed by its ongoing usage. We develop new slang, write new songs, create new movies. By educating toward a deeper grasp of Jewish ideas and texts, we will help raise a generation that can renew our culture in a way that will strengthen Jewish life beyond our wildest imaginations.

Can we imagine Sarah and Abraham debating, not whether to measure identity or actions, but rather to debate what knowledge we ought to be teaching, what texts ought to be on the tips of our tongue, what ideas should be core to us as Jews?

I see Jews of varied backgrounds, with a diversity of Jewish practices, with different understandings of what it means to be Jewish, but who all speak the same language, who share a vocabulary that is laden with Jewish resonances and meaning. And these same Jews will use their shared language to create inspiring new Jewish experiences and expressions.

To implement this vision, Jewish communal organizations and individuals must commit to gaining a fluency in the language of Torah and Jewish ideas. We need to commit to measuring not identity or practice, but what people know and understand.

At Hillel International, we’ve been using the term “Jewish fluency” to capture this idea, but we try to take Rosenak’s idea even further. We view Jewish fluency as the magical combination of knowing specific Jewish content, having the ability to do Jewish actions (or rituals), and having a personal emotional attachment to Jewish experience.
In academic terms, the idea of integrating knowledge and practice with more general emotional attachment is called “religious capital.” According to Roger Finke and Kevin D. Dougherty, in an article about the training of Christian clergy:

Religious capital consists of the degree of mastery of and attachment to a particular religious culture. The mastery of the religious culture refers to learning the knowledge, skills, and rituals of a specific religion. Yet, religious capital includes more than a learned mastery of religion, it also includes an emotional attachment to a particular religious culture.

Imagine if we created ways of educating toward amassing religious capital? We could begin to think not in terms of practice or identity, but rather in terms of practice, identity, and knowledge. We can achieve our goal as Jewish educators to ultimately capture the hands, hearts, and minds of our students, which in turn will enable the ongoing development and vibrancy of new Jewish cultures.

Abi Dauber Sterne is vice president for Jewish education at Hillel International. She is developing the Center for Jewish and Israel Education of HillelU, which will provide training and continuing education to all 1,000 Hillel professionals to enhance their Jewish fluency and educational skills.

RESPONSE

Making a Tea Party

RABBI AVI KATZ ORLOW

In considering the desired outcomes of Jewish education, I recall a classic debate from my time in yeshiva: What makes tea sweet? Is it the sugar or the stirring? In the context of this discussion, we can ask the same question: What is more important? Is it the Jewish content (the sugar) or the process of developing Jewish identity (the stirring)?

Clearly the arguments of Abraham and Sarah written by Drs. Jon A. Levisohn and Jeffrey S. Kress are hyperbolic. But, the optimal design of Jewish educational experiences is contingent on where an educator weighs in on this continuum. Based on my traditional educational background, Sarah’s perspective rings true. But my tenure working in Jewish camps and on college campuses with Hillel has developed my appreciation for Abraham’s perspective. That said, before I weigh in or where I fall on this sugar/stirring continuum, there is an even more salient question: do people even want tea?

Outside of the context of true tea lovers, how is the construct of Jewish developmental outcomes any more or less artificial than a possibly outdated and irrelevant canon of Jewish content/practice? To play out the metaphor further, because I am rather old-fashioned when it comes to my enjoyment of high tea, the student side of me does not have many complaints. As a Jewish educator, however, I realize that my personal preferences are irrelevant. If we genuinely are interested in opening up the market, we will need to be flexible on both sides of this equation. I suggest that we are challenged today to explore our various beliefs around what constitutes Jewish content and to blur the lines of traditional Jewish identity markers.

To this point, revelation is not limited to something that might or might not have happened long ago at Sinai; it is something that is happening in the learning experience itself today. As we learn from Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi:

Every day a heavenly voice goes forth from Mount Horev and makes proclamation . . . And it says, “And the tablets were the work of God, and the writing was the writing of God, graven upon the tablets” (Exodus 32:16). Read not harut (graven) but herut (freedom). For there is no free man but one that occupies himself with the study of the Torah. (Avot 6:2)

Textual learning is therefore integrated in and is a manifestation of the relationships in our lives. In this context, all learners can access and feel ownership over Jewish text. The Torah is not static, fixed, or engraved in stone, but, rather, free to evolve with us if we commit ourselves to its study.

In my experience, people often describe successful Jewish educational experiences as “life changing.” Like Abraham, the focus of this education is its relevance, personal transformation, and individual growth. Whereas the course of study in formal educational environments often follows the text, the opposite often happens in experiential education. For Sarah, text plays the role of reacting to, commenting on, and transforming the
students’ narratives. As the Jewish philosopher Franz Rosenzweig said, “It is learning in reverse order, a learning that no longer starts from the Torah and leads into life, but the other way around: from life . . . back to the Torah.” My prescription then, or recipe, is that the educator needs to trust the educational process. Like the two teams who excavated Hezekiah’s Tunnel, starting at each end of the tunnel and then meeting in the middle, experiential educators must negotiate the tension between reacting to students’ revelations and forcing them to reach the canon of “big ideas.” That is to say, the educator needs to maintain the trust of the students and fidelity with the tradition; constantly negotiating the two.

I find that students’ experiences of this dynamic tension are often their first proper tea. But there is still much work to reimagining the canon of Jewish practices and content. The Abraham in this fake debate and the Abraham we encounter in the Bible are both asking us to be iconoclastic and break free of our preconceptions of authentic Jewish content.

The Men of the Great Assembly said, “Be cautious in judgment. Establish many students. And make a safety fence around the Torah” (Avot 1:1). I see the value of maintaining a fence around the Torah for the students we have now. But what about for the students we may lose due to the perception of Torah’s irrelevance to their lives? Are we willing to break through these fences to bring in new students? It is incumbent upon us to investigate whether we are willing and able to imagine an education where Judaism actually speaks to Jews.

The decision has important implications for all of us who devote ourselves to preparing and consuming a proper spot of tea. A shift away from the primacy of revelation to the accessibility of a Torah of relevance might put stress on our assumptions that we are “one people with one Torah.” At the same time, throwing off the tyranny of classical Judaism may allow more Jews today to take an active role in making Jewish life meaningful. We might even call it a tea party.

Rabbi Avi Katz Orlow is the vice president, program and innovation, for the Foundation for Jewish Camp. He has served as the campus rabbi and assistant director of the St. Louis Hillel at Washington University and has held numerous positions as rabbi, educator, and youth leader. He spent 17 years as a camper and then educator at Ramah camps in Pennsylvania and Wisconsin and YUSSR camps in the former Soviet Union. Avi has a BA in religious studies from Columbia University. He was ordained in the charter class at Yeshivat Chovevei Torah, the open Orthodox rabbinical school.
Concluding Thoughts: The Goal of Learning Is Learning

DR. BILL ROBINSON

As Barry Holtz illustrates in our leading article, Jewish education is at a turning point. For decades, we have looked to Jewish education as the means of achieving the ends of preventing intermarriage and assimilation. Now that this (for good reasons) seems to be at an end, what are the outcomes of Jewish education? The various authors propose alternatives—old, new, and renewed—which include knowledge and skills; access to Jewish wisdom, beliefs, and commitment; and thriving as human beings.

Each author makes a convincing case for their preference, yet I propose that these are actually not alternatives. Rather, they are essential threads of what could and should be a rich and robust tapestry of learning. To use another analogy, in Jewish education, we tend to be like the blind men exploring different parts of that proverbial elephant and proclaiming our part as the whole. Instead, I propose that we look at the whole elephant in the room, another proverbial elephant we know has always been there but we try not to talk about—that there is no more worthy goal of Jewish learning than (more and better) Jewish learning.

To build toward this claim, I offer as conceptual building blocks three insights gleaned from the various articles in this issue. By weaving together the viewpoints of the various authors, I hope to make visible the whole, and perhaps disquieting, elephant that is Jewish education, whose means is its own end.

Insight 1: Jewish education is a dialogue between text and experience.

Bryfman argues against Holtz’s seeming privileging of knowledge and skills. He states “Jewish education must stop defaulting to literacy over values, texts over ethics, and the past over the present and future.” On the p’shat (literal reading) of this statement, I fully agree. I have been in numerous conversations that echo Bryfman’s enviable desire, where it is simply assumed that we know precisely what the Jewish values or ethics we would teach are. Yet I have come to wonder, how do we come to understand what is a Jewish value except through text study?

One example from my teacher, Rabbi Yitz Greenberg: b’tzelem elokim (being created in the image of God). It has rightfully come to be seen as a core Jewish value. Yet, what does it mean for all of us to be created in the image of God? What does this imply for how we act toward one another?

The first question can only be answered if we look to our sacred texts. The texts that define the meaning of b’tzelem elokim come from the Talmud (Sandhedrin 37a), where we learn that all humans are:

- Of Infinite Value: “Therefore, the first human being, Adam, was created alone, to teach us that whoever destroys a single life, the Torah considers it as if he destroyed an entire world.”
- Equal: “Furthermore, only one person, Adam, was created for the sake of peace among men, so that no one should say to his fellow, ‘My father was greater than yours...’”
- Unique: “Also man [was created singly] to show the greatness of the Holy One, Blessed be He, for if a man strikes many coins from one mold, they all resemble one another, but the King of Kings, the Holy One, Blessed be He made each man in the image of Adam, and yet none of them resemble his fellow.”
The second question (What does this imply for how we act toward one another?) can only be answered if we engage in a dialogue between text and our contemporary experiences, particularly reflecting upon our efforts to live according to this value. We bring the texts to life by filling in the spaces with our own experience, and we give meaning to our lives by interpreting our experiences through the stories, metaphors, and tropes of Jewish text. Orlow, quoting Rosenzweig, echoes this, “It is learning in reverse order, a learning that no longer starts from the Torah and leads into life, but the other way around: from life . . . back to the Torah.” That it must begin this way today may well be true, but regardless of where the conversation starts, it seeks to become a true dialogue.

**Insight 2: Jewish education fosters ethical relations among learners.**

Edelsberg finds the relevance of Jewish education today in providing “inventive, easily accessible ways for individuals to mine Judaism’s rich treasure of wisdom for purposes of meaning making and living authentically in a complex, dynamic society.” Despite the use of the word “individuals” here, he sees learning not as an individual pursuit, but as a relationship among Jews. “[L]earning for its own sake in the 21st century, given the pervasive presence of networks, will ineluctably become learning done in relationships learners have with others.”

This bodes an important question: what are the values of those relationships among learners that promote rich and generative learning?

Sterne offers a stimulating analogy:

> To make a comparison to other areas of our lives where knowledge plays a critical role, let’s think about our relationships with other people and, in particular, with falling in love. When we first meet another person—while the relationship is still superficial—we have a general sense of liking the other and wanting to spend time with him/her. But, the only way for that relationship to become truly sustainable and long-term is to really develop a deep knowledge of the other.

Like falling in love, learning demands not only a dialogue between text and (individual) experience, but also between learners where they come to deeply understand and value one another. Like Martin Buber’s concept of I-Thou, learners, including the teacher, must encounter one another, as well as the text, with openness and a valuing of the other as an end in itself, not merely as a means to my own ends.

To flip Bryfman’s initial premise on its head, good learning presupposes shared values. To engage in the dialogue of meaningful and lifelong Jewish learning, one needs to learn and commit to certain values and competencies. What may those be? Certainly, these include an ability to deeply listen and appreciate the other’s perspective, to value and engage in critical inquiry and conversation, to be open about one’s life, to care about what the text actually says, and to trust one other and the educational process.

While sharing with Edelsberg’s appreciation for Paula Hyman’s assertion, that “the legacy of our generation may well be a postmodern hermeneutics of suspicion and a recognition that a diverse people requires cultural diversity,” this cannot be all. We need to hold to a “hermeneutics of hope,” as well, in which these values that we learn in havruta (partner study) and as members of a learning community become a source of wisdom and emulation in all parts of our lives.

**Insight 3: Through Jewish education, we narrate what it means to be Jewish today.**

Bryfman asserts that Jewish education “must be focused on making a positive difference in the lives of Jews today. This is foundationally different to Jewish education that has traditionally seen its purpose as making people more Jewish, allowing Jewish institutions to prosper, and making the Jewish community stronger.”
While sharing his sentiments here, I must disagree with his following statement: “Instead, the significant outcome that Jewish education and engagement should be tackling is that Jewish educational experiences enable people to thrive as human beings in the world today—as human beings, in their various communities, and in the world at large.”

There is no such thing as thriving as a human being in general, rather we thrive in the particularities of our identities (how we identify as a particular gender, race, ethnicity, religion, or nationality). Thus, Jewish education should help us thrive as Jewish human beings living in America today.

Moreover, the idea that there are uniquely Jewish values (that help us thrive as humans) is erroneous. There are only the unique Jewish stories through which we understand and talk about our values and the unique Jewish practices through which we express those values. To thrive as a Jewish human being involves learning those stories, as we discussed above, and learning our customs and mitzvot.

It is also useful to treat our customs and mitzvot as lived texts. Looking at the past, they are literally the cultural record of Jewish life. Looking forward as learners, we would seek to read them more intimately through experiencing them and reflecting upon that experience with other learners. As Torah says, “We will do and we will understand.” Then, as with traditional text, we reinterpret them in ways that enable these practices to become more meaningful to us and richer vehicles for thriving in today’s world.

By engaging with others in this dialogical and ethical (educational) relationship with Jewish practice as text, we are developing shared understandings and meanings. We are, in essence, narrating what it means to be Jewish in today’s world. And, in so doing, we are (re)interpreting and (re)forming our identities as Jews. Kardos observes that “Educational experiences are always teaching students beliefs and commitments—beliefs about who one is and is not, where one belongs and does not, and what is and is not valued.” She proclaims, “Developing beliefs is a basic feature of what our minds do, and students are creating the building blocks of what will become their personal identity.”

CONCLUSION: THE GOAL OF JEWISH LEARNING IS (BETTER AND MORE) JEWISH LEARNING.

Holtz focuses on knowledge and skills as the outcomes of Jewish learning because these competencies and dispositions will provide Jews with access to “a religion and Jewish culture in its broadest sense [that] offers a tradition of wisdom and practice that can make a difference in an individual’s life and in bettering the state of the world.” It begins by Jewish learning modeling ethical ways of being in the world.

To quote from Talmud (Kiddushin 40b), “Rabbi Tarphon and some elders asked: Which is greater, study or action? Rabbi Tarphon spoke up and said: Action is greater. Rabbi Akiva spoke up and said: Study is greater. The others then spoke up and said: Study is greater because it leads to action.”

Jewish education can nurture strong Jewish identities. Jewish education can enable us to better thrive in the world and to act in ways that make the world a better place. But, the ways in which we will choose to act in the world, to thrive, and to define our identity as Jews, are open-ended. They cannot be predetermined prior to the educational process. As Paula Hyman also asserted in the same article that Edelsberg references, the answer to the question of “Who [or what] is an educated Jew?” if posed “in 1750, in say Poland, would have been obvious.”

Today, that is no longer true. We are in a continual process of redefining what it means to be Jewish. We can only hope that Jews will redefine their Jewish identity based on profound experiences of Jewish learning. As educators, educational funders, and those who care deeply about the Jewish future, we cannot set forth outcomes that lie external to the process of education. We can only hope and work to ensure that
generations of Jews to come will have a desire for, the competencies to engage in, and a commitment to the values that underlie lifelong Jewish learning with other Jews.

Katzman and Abramson capture this perfectly in their question: “[H]ow do we foster students’ desire to be part of the ongoing Jewish conversation and feel competent and motivated as Jewish citizens, kids who intentionally put themselves in the conversation long after they leave our classrooms? We do this by having the educational experience be a model of citizenry and ongoing Jewish conversation. The end is embedded in the means. Or as Dewey argues even more poignantly, “Cease conceiving of education as mere preparation for later life, and make it the full meaning of the present life.”

Dr. Bill Robinson is dean of the William Davidson Graduate School of Jewish Education of The Jewish Theological Seminary.